We report the experimental finding that magnetization reversal of ferromagnetic thin films exhibits a spatially nonuniform dependence on the strength of a reversing applied field on a submicrometer scale. Field dependence of local magnetization switching time was determined from the local magnetization viscosity curves triggered by various strengths of a reversing applied field, respectively on spatially-resolved local regions by means of a magneto-optical Kerr microscope. It is found that the nonuniform local variation of the field dependence enhances with increasing repeats of layers in Co/Pd multilayer films, and its distribution could be well analyzed by a simple analytic function.
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Ferromagnetic thin films and multilayers continue to be an important issue in recent years due to their magnetic properties as well as the possibilities of magnetoelectronic applications such as the magnetic disks, tapes, sensors, and memories.
1-3 To achieve high performance of the magnetoelectronics, it is important to characterize their dynamic properties on a length scale below a micrometer as the typical dimension of magnetic elements continues to shrink to the size of the microscopic structural irregularities. [4] [5] [6] [7] Recently, understanding of microscopic domain configurations has been greatly progressed, largely motivated by direct observations of domain structures using advanced magnetic imaging techniques with spatial resolution of some tens of nanometers. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] However, despite an advantage of the high spatial resolution of the imaging techniques, dynamic studies have rarely been carried out due to the limitation imposed by applying a magnetic field and/or slow data acquisition time.
The motivation for the present study was to characterize the dynamic nature of magnetization reversal on a submicrometer scale in ferromagnetic thin films. In this study, magnetization reversal on spatially-resolved local regions of 0.4ϫ0.4 m 2 in continuous Co/Pd multilayer films has been investigated by means of a magneto-optical Kerr microscope. The magnetization viscosity curve of each local region was measured during magnetization reversal triggered by various strengths of a reversing magnetic field, and the local magnetization switching time was then determined with respect to the strength of the reversing applied field. This letter reports the experimental finding that the field dependence of the local magnetization switching time is spatially nonuniform on a submicrometer scale and its distribution could be well analyzed by a simple analytic function.
For this study, a high-performance magneto-optical Kerr microscope system has been developed to directly observe domain reversal behavior of ferromagnetic thin films having perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 13, 14 The system mainly consists of a polarizing optical microscope capable of 1000ϫ magnification with spatial resolution of 0.4 m and Kerr angle resolution of 0.2°. To trigger domain reversal, the system is equipped with an electromagnet controlled by a personal computer to apply an external magnetic field in the range of Ϯ3.5 kOe. The sample was first saturated by applying the magnetic field normal to the film plane, and magnetization reversal was then triggered by applying a reversing field. An advanced charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ camera system captured the time-resolved domain images of 128 frames in real time with ten frames per second during magnetization reversal. The images are composed of the Kerr intensity distribution measured by a CCD array of 100 ϫ80 pixels, where a unit pixel corresponds to an area of 0.4ϫ0.4 m 2 at the film surface. Storing the domain images during the magnetization reversal, it is possible to obtain an array of the local magnetization viscosity curves xy (t), where t is the elapsed time after applying the reversing magnetic field. This is done by tracing the intensity variation at every corresponding (x,y)th CCD pixel during magnetization reversal under an applied magnetic field. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the typical viscosity curve measured from a single CCD pixel. It was obtained by monitoring the magneto-optical Kerr signal intensity under a constant applied magnetic field. 13, 15 The curve clearly demonstrates the switching behavior of the magnetization and thus, the switching time could be determined from the curve. Because the switching time is sensitive to the strength of the reversing applied field, the field dependence of the switching time could be obtained from a number of observations under different applied fields near the coercivity. Figure 1͑b͒ illustrates the field dependence of the magnetization switching time of a given local region. It is evident in Fig. 1͑b͒ that the magnetization switching time is exponentially dependent on the strength of a reversing magnetic field as shown by the solid line of the best fit. 16 The exponential dependence could be analyzed within the context of a thermally activated relaxation process:
where E B is the switching energy barrier, 0 is the characteristic switching time, and is the first order coefficient of the field dependence. The equation is derived from the Neél-Brown model by linear expansion of the energy barrier with H near the experimental coercive field. 17, 18 Adopting Eq. ͑1͒ as a fitting function, we could determine the coefficient from measuring the field-dependent switching time. Note that the coefficient is the representative parameter for the field dependence of the magnetization switching time. It should be stressed here that the field dependence can be obtained for every corresponding CCD pixel and thus, one can obtain the statistics of its variation as well as the spatial distribution map of its variation with a 400 nm spatial resolution.
To characterize the distribution of the field dependence in ferromagnetic thin films, Co/Pd multilayers have been chosen since they provide a variety of magnetic and/or structural properties with varying the layer structure, as well as a large polar Kerr effect for fine domain imaging. A number of (t Co -Co/t Pd -Pd) n samples with varying Co-sublayer thickness t Co , Pd-sublayer thickness t Pd , and repeats n were prepared on glass substrates by alternatively exposing two e-beam sources of Co and Pd under a base pressure of 2.0 ϫ10 Ϫ7 Torr at the ambient temperature. 13, 19 The individual layer thickness was carefully controlled within a 4% accuracy. Low-angle x-ray diffraction studies using Cu K␣ radiation revealed that all samples had distinct peaks indicating an existence of the multilayer structure. High-angle x-ray diffraction studies showed that the samples grew along the ͓111͔ cubic orientation. All samples in this study had perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and showed square Kerr hysteresis loops.
In Fig. 2 , we plot the distribution density of the local field dependence of the (2.5 ÅCo/11 ÅPd) n samples. With increasing n from 5 to 15, the standard deviation ⌬ of the field dependence distribution increased from 6.3 to 12.6 kOe
Ϫ1
, while the mean value of the field dependence decreased from 89.4 to 38.6 kOe Ϫ1 . It should be noticed that the distribution in magnitude is neither a Gaussian nor a Lorentzian, but surprisingly, the distribution of our samples could be well fitted by the equation of
where is the distribution density as a function of the field dependence , 0 is the normalization constant, and 0 is the offset for the field dependence. Here, ␣ and ␤ are the coefficients for the lower and upper bounds, respectively. The solid lines in Fig. 2 show the best fits using the equation. We confirmed that the distribution densities of all the other Co/Pd multilayer samples were well characterized using this function.
The most striking feature of the present measurement technique is the fact that we can generate the twodimensional spatial distribution map of the local variation of the field dependence, directly analyzing from every local region. The spatial distribution of the local variation of the field dependence is depicted in Fig. 3 for the (2.5 ÅCo/11 ÅPd) n samples with ͑a͒ nϭ5 and ͑b͒ 15, respectively. It has been done by mapping ␦(x,y), determined from the (x,y)th pixel, on the two-dimensional XY plane. The values of the field dependence were confirmed to be essentially same in several repeated measurements. The field dependence of the local magnetization switching time exhibits the spatial fluctuation as seen in Fig. 3 . The spatial fluctuation of the local variation changes with increasing n: the thinner film with nϭ5 shows a smoother variation of the field dependence, while the thicker film with nϭ15 shows a rougher fluctuation in the field dependence. A larger fluctuation of the thicker film is possibly ascribed to a larger microstructural irregularities in the thicker film.
14 Atomic force microscopy studies of these samples indeed revealed a tendency towards larger surface roughness with increasing n. FIG . 2. Distribution density of the field dependence coefficient of (2.5 ÅCo/11 ÅPd) n multilayer samples with different repeats n. The density was obtained by counting the cells having the corresponding value of the local coefficient for every 1.5 kOe Ϫ1 interval and then, normalizing by the total number of cells. The solid lines show the best fits using Eq. ͑2͒.
FIG.
3. Spatial distributions of the local variation of the field dependence coefficient of (2.5 ÅCo/11 ÅPd) n multilayer samples with different repeats nϭ͑a͒ 5 and ͑b͒ 15, respectively. The deviation ␦ from the mean value was mapped onto the corresponding pixel in gray level according to the pallet bar at the bottom. Each map corresponds to a sample surface area of 20ϫ16 m 2 .
